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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an ammunition
magazine follower which is used in the technical field of
ammunition magazines used in weaponry.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Followers are well-known in the art and are used
in order to assist in dispensing uniform items such as for
example ammunition cartridges.
[0003] An example is illustrated in US 20110113663,
wherein a special follower is disclosed, which follower is
specially designed to avoid jamming as the follower trav-
els in the magazine.
[0004] The follower is usually placed in the bottom of
the magazine such that between the follower and the real
bottom of the magazine a spring is arranged. The spring
urges the follower away from the bottom such that car-
tridges arranged in the magazine will be forced typically
upwards. As the magazine is inserted in a weapon/fire-
arm the cartridges will be dispensed from the magazine
and into the chamber of a firearm.
[0005] An example of a magazine including a follower
of this type is disclosed in US 5,638,626. This magazine’s
follower is provided with a biased finger which in an upper
position projects outside the magazine in order to arrest
the bolt of the weapon. In this manner the empty maga-
zine may be replaced. This particular follower-construc-
tion requires a special magazine and furthermore re-
quires extra space below the follower in order to accom-
modate the spring biasing mechanism of the bolt catch
finger. This mechanism does not allow the weapon to be
fired before another magazine is correctly inserted into
the weapon.
[0006] As the follower travels upwards through the
magazine dispensing cartridges into the chamber the fol-
lower will, when the last cartridge is deposited in the mag-
azines activate a bolt lock such that after the last cartridge
has been fired, the bolt will be in its withdrawn position
allowing the empty magazine to be replaced by a fresh
magazine, i.e. a magazine loaded with cartridges.
[0007] The locked bolt or bolt catch function is used in
a wide variety of weapons, collectively known as repeater
type weapons.
[0008] When the first magazine has been emptied, i.
e. the follower of the prior art is in its upper most position,
there are no rounds to be fired from the weapon and as
such during the time it takes to replace the magazine,
typically 10-15 seconds, it is not possible to fire the weap-
on. Not until a new magazine has been correctly placed
in the weapon and a cartridge introduced into the cham-
ber, whereby the bolt catch function has been released,
will it again be possible to fire the weapon.
[0009] In some instances these 10-15 seconds when
replacing a magazine might be crucial. Usually, in combat

other soldiers will lay down fire in order to provide cover
while the magazine is replaced such that the weapon can
again be active and carry out its function.

Object of the Invention

[0010] In view of the time lapse and thereby lack of
ability to respond to fire during the 10-15 seconds it takes
to replace a magazine it is the aim of the invention to
provide a new and improved magazine including a novel
and improved follower which follower will ensure that
there is at least one round available during the time period
where the magazine is replaced.

Description of the Invention

[0011] The invention addresses this by providing an
ammunition follower comprising

- a main bottom member defining an upper and lower
surface, where said upper surface comprises a sub-
stantially flat portion and a parallel ridge portion,
where said flat and ridge portions are arranged in a
longitudinal direction of the main bottom member;

- guide means on the lower surface for guiding said
follower in the magazine;

- means for accommodating urging means, which urg-
ing means in use when the follower is installed in a
magazine urges the follower away from the maga-
zine bottom;

wherein the guide means comprises at least one end wall
projecting substantially perpendicularly away from said
lower surface of said main bottom member, where said
end wall comprises a moveable tap, where an upper part
of said tap, by biasing means in use projects at least
partly above said upper surface of the main bottom mem-
ber.
[0012] The provision of a movable tap where the upper
part of the tap projects at least partly above the upper
surface of the main bottom member provides the function
that as the follower due to the influence from the urging
member, typically a spring, is brought into contact with
the chamber in the weapon, the tap will engage the bolt
catch function. As the second last cartridge is being fired
the tap engages the bolt catch function. In this position
the last cartridge is still in the magazine. In order to re-
place the magazine the bolt catch release is activated
whereby the last cartridge is loaded into the chamber,
while the magazine is replaced. The weapon is now ready
to fire the last cartridge, while the fresh/new magazine is
inserted.
[0013] In the art, as already described above replace-
ment of the magazine usually takes place when the fol-
lower engages the bolt catch function after having fired
the last cartridge, whereas with the present invention, a
live cartridge is present in the chamber of the weapon,
such that during the time-span of replacing the now empty
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magazine, it is possible to fire the weapon.
[0014] This, of course provides the user with a great
advantage in that the break in fire power is reduced to a
minimum such that situations dangerous to the operator
may be severely minimized. In the art there is a wide
variety of weapons using the repeater principle using a
bolt to fire the cartridge and the magazines are more or
less alike such that it is possible to use the novel follower
according to the present inventions with slight modifica-
tions without departing from the inventive principle in all
types of magazines.
[0015] In a further advantageous embodiment the end-
wall is provided with a cavity arranged in the end-wall’s
longitudinal direction, which cavity is open towards the
main bottom member, where said tap is moveably ar-
ranged in said cavity, and where a cavity bottom is pro-
vided in the cavity, where a spring member is arranged
between said cavity bottom and the tap, said spring urg-
ing the tap away from the cavity bottom.
[0016] By arranging the tap movably in a cavity in the
follower where the tap is activated by a spring member
it is ensured that the profile of the follower as such does
not create any strange conditions such as jamming,
blocking or otherwise in the magazine, and in this manner
the follower according to the present invention will be-
have just like any other follower in an ammunition mag-
azine. Only when the follower reaches the uppermost
position in the magazine will the follower have a different
feature, i.e. the projecting tap which will activate the bolt
catch mechanism after the second to last cartridge
present in the magazine.
[0017] Furthermore, by arranging the movable tab in
a cavity it is possible to guide and control the movement
of the tap such that it does not interfere with the operation
of the magazine as such.
[0018] In a further advantageous embodiment of the
invention stop means are provided in the cavity which
stop means interacts with said tap, limiting the tap’s travel
in the cavity.
[0019] In this manner it is limited how much the tab
may move in the magazine relative to the follower such
that it may be very accurately determined how much the
tab projects above the upper surface of the follower
whereby an accurate activation of the bolt catch means
and the weapon may be activated. The spring arranged
in order to urge the tap away from the cavity bottom is
dimensioned such that the spring force is less than the
spring force urging the entire follower upwards relative
to the magazine bottom such that the last cartridge by
depressing the spring activating the tap may be intro-
duced into the chamber of the weapon.
[0020] In a further advantageous embodiment of the
invention the part of the tap projecting above the main
bottom member projects such that the upper most part
of the tap is flush with the upper most part of the ridge
portion.
[0021] In this manner it is ensured that the tap does
not by mistake activate the bolt catch mechanism early

and at the same time that the tap does have a certain
protuberance above the follower’s main bottom.
[0022] In a still further advantageous embodiment of
the invention the tap has a substantially rectangular or
quadratic cross section defining four sides, with a hollow
central part, and where wings are arranged projecting
out from two opposing sides of the tap, and where a sec-
tion of an, in use uppermost part of a side is lower than
the other three sides.
[0023] The quadratic or rectangular shape provides for
a very stiff tap structure, which is important as the tap is
to engage the bolt catch mechanism in the weapon. Fur-
thermore, some weapons can empty the magazine very
quickly, and therefore the speed with which the tap en-
gages the bolt catch mechanism may be significant, re-
quiring a strong construction in order to assure proper
functioning.
[0024] The missing part of an upper side, allows the
tap to be made wider. The missing part of the side usually
corresponds to the contour of a cartridge, such that the
lower side of the tap can extend under the cartridge, and
the "normal" height of the tap, function to engage the bolt
catch mechanism.
[0025] The wings are provided in order to guide the tap
in corresponding recesses provided in the main body por-
tion.

Description of the Drawing

[0026] The invention will now be explained with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawing wherein

Figure 1 illustrates a follower according to the present
invention

Figure 2 illustrates the present invention where the
tap has been removed in order to illustrate
the guide member

Figure 3 illustrates a follower according to the inven-
tion seen from above

Figure 4 illustrates the "normal" position where the tap
is in a position where the upper part of the
tap is substantially flush with the upper edge
of the ridge

Figure 5 illustrates the follower with the tap de-
pressed.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0027] In figure 1 is illustrated a follower according to
the present invention.
[0028] The follower 1 comprises a main bottom mem-
ber 10 having upper 11 and lower 12 surfaces. In this
embodiment guide means 13, 14 extend substantially
perpendicular to the upper surface 11 of the main bottom
member 10. These guide means 13,14 serve to guide
the follower inside the magazine (not illustrated) such
that the follower 1 will follow the contour of the magazine
and force cartridges (not illustrated) away from the bot-
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tom of the magazine.
[0029] Centrally a guide member 15 is provided. A
spring member (not illustrated) is arranged around the
guide member 15 and the bottom of the magazine (not
illustrated) such that as the magazine is filled with am-
munition the spring will be compressed and as cartridges
are dispensed from the magazine into the chamber, the
spring will expand moving the follower 1 up through the
magazine.
[0030] On the upper surface 11 is provided a ridge por-
tion 16 which has a shape substantially corresponding
to a cartridge and allowing room for a flat portion 17 also
provided on the upper surface 11 of the main bottom
member 10. The flat portion 17 has a size such that it
may accommodate a cartridge as is illustrated with ref-
erence to figures 3-5.
[0031] In the end-wall 14 is provided a cavity 18. In the
cavity a movable tap 20 is arranged. In this embodiment
the movable tap 20 is guided by an upstanding axle 21
which axle projects from a bottom 22 in the cavity 18 and
projects into a cavity (not illustrated) in the movable tap
20. In this manner the tap 20 may move up and down
guided by the axle 21. In order to urge the tab 20 into the
position illustrated in figure 1 where the tap 20 projects
above the upper surface 11 of the main bottom member
10 a spring (not illustrated) is arranged between the low-
ermost part of the movable tap 20 and the bottom of the
cavity 22. In order to further guide the tap 20 in its up and
down movement the tap is provided with wings 23 of
which only one is visible. The wings move in depressions
24 (see figure 2) such that the movement of the tap 20
is limited by the extent of the depressions 24. The mag-
azine (not illustrated) will serve to guide the tap 20 such
that the tap cannot escape the cavity 18.
[0032] As is evident from figure 1 the uppermost part
of the tap 20 is substantially flush with the upper side of
the ridge 16 such that as the follower 1 moves upwards
in the magazine, the uppermost part of the tap 20 will
engage the bolt’s catch function in a position above the
upper surface of the main body portion. Normally the up-
per surface 11 will engage the bolt catch function in the
weapon.
[0033] Turning to figure 2 the tap 20 has been removed
in order to illustrate the guide member 14 of the present
invention. The depressions 24 guiding the wings 23 of
the tap are clearly visible as is the axle 21 which projects
sufficiently upwards in order to engage an aperture pro-
vided in the movable tap 20 such that the tap cannot be
removed from the follower 1 as long as the follower is
arranged in the magazine. This is due to the fact that the
contour of the follower as illustrated in figure 3 precisely
corresponds to that inner contour of a magazine to which
the follower is designed. It is therefore not possible for
the tap to be removed from the follower 1 as long as the
follower 1 is arranged in the magazine.
[0034] Turning to figure 3 a follower 1 according to the
invention is seen from above. In this illustration the mov-
able tap 20 has been removed in order to illustrate the

axle 21 and the cavity bottom 22. Furthermore, the recess
18 into which the tap is positioned is also visible. The
contour 30 of the follower is designed to fit inside a given
magazine. By changing the contour without deviating
from the arrangement of a movable tap according to the
invention and a flat portion 17 and a ridge portion 16 the
contour may be adapted to any magazine suitable to have
ammunition cartridges stacked inside the ammunition
magazine.
[0035] In figure 4 is illustrated the "normal" position
where the tap 20 is in a position where the upper part of
the tap 20 is substantially flush with the upper edge of
the ridge 16. In the embodiments illustrated in the ac-
companying figures the ridge has the shape of a car-
tridge, but naturally any shape of the ridge may be utilized
as long as it is positioned as illustrated with reference to
the accompanying drawings.
[0036] A cartridge 31 being the lowermost cartridge in
the magazine is illustrated as positioned on the flat bot-
tom portion 17 on the follower 1. As the follower moves
upwards due to the spring arranged around the guide
member 15, the tap 20 will engage means inside the
chamber thereby activating the bolt catch function. As
the second to last cartridge is ejected from the chamber
in the weapon the follower 1 will move upwards and into
a position as illustrated in figure 5 where the movable tap
20 has been depressed relative to the ridge 16 and the
cartridge 31. In this position the bolt catch function has
been activated. The bolt catch mechanism is thereafter
manually released, whereby the last cartridge is posi-
tioned inside the chamber ready to be fired whereas the
magazine and thereby also the follower may be with-
drawn and replaced by a fresh, full magazine leaving a
live cartridge in the chamber ready to be fired whenever
needed. The depression of the tap 20 occurs as the tap
engage means inside the chamber which means activate
the bolt catch function. Therefore, the means urging the
tap 20 upwards should not be as strong as the spring
member urging the follower up through the magazine.
[0037] The invention has now been explained with ref-
erence to a specific embodiment, but it is clear that var-
iations of the invention within the scope of the claims are
possible as long as the inventive movable tap construc-
tion is arranged in order to engage the bolt catch function
in the weapon when the second to last cartridge is intro-
duced into the chamber.

Claims

1. An ammunition magazine follower (1) comprising:

- a main bottom member (10) defining an upper
and lower surface (11,12) where said upper sur-
face (11) comprises a substantially flat portion
(17) and a ridge portion (16), where said flat and
ridge portions (17,16) are arranged in a longitu-
dinal direction of the main bottom member (10);
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- guide means (13,14) on the lower surface (12)
for guiding said follower (1) in the magazine;
- means (15) for accommodating urging means,
which urging means in use, when the follower
(1) is installed in a magazine, urges the follower
(1) away from the magazine bottom;
wherein
the guide means (13,14) comprises at least one
end wall (14) projecting substantially perpendic-
ularly away from said lower surface (12) of said
main bottom member (10), where said end wall
(14) comprises a movable tap (20) and biasing
means, characterized in that an upper part of
said tap (20), urged by biasing means, projects
in use at least partly above said upper surface
(11) of the main bottom member (10)

2. The ammunition magazine follower according to
claim 1, wherein the end wall (14) is provided with a
cavity (18) arranged in the end-wall’s longitudinal di-
rection, which cavity (18) is open towards the main
bottom member (10), where said tap (20) is move-
ably arranged in said cavity (18), and where a cavity
bottom (22) is provided in the cavity (18), where a
spring member is arranged between said cavity bot-
tom (22) and the tap (20), said spring urging the tap
(20) away from the cavity bottom (22).

3. The ammunition magazine follower 1 according to
claim 2, wherein stop means are provided in the cav-
ity (18), which stop means interacts with said tap
(20), limiting the tap’s travel in the cavity (18).

4. The ammunition magazine follower 1 according to
claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the part of the tap (20) pro-
jecting above the main bottom member (10) projects
such that the upper most part of the tap is flush with
the upper most part of the ridge portion (16).

5. The ammunition magazine follower 1 according to
claim 1, wherein the tap (20) has a substantially rec-
tangular or quadratic cross section defining four
sides, with a hollow central part, and where wings
(23) are arranged projecting out from two opposing
sides of the tap (20), and where a section of an, in
use uppermost part of a side is lower than the other
three sides.

Patentansprüche

1. Munitionsmagazin-Schlepphebel (1), umfassend:

- ein Hauptbodenelement (10), das eine obere
und eine untere Fläche (11, 12) definiert, wobei
die obere Fläche (11) einen im Wesentlichen
flachen Abschnitt (17) und einen Rippenab-
schnitt (16) umfasst, wobei der flache und der

Rippenabschnitt (17, 16) in einer Längsrichtung
des Hauptbodenelements (10) angeordnet sind;
- ein Führungsmittel (13, 14) an der unteren Flä-
che (12) zum Führen des Schlepphebels (1) in
dem Magazin;
- ein Mittel (15) zur Aufnahme eines Drückmit-
tels, wobei das Drückmittel bei der Verwendung,
wenn der Schlepphebel (1) in einem Magazin
eingebaut ist, den Schlepphebel (1) von dem
Magazinboden wegdrückt;
wobei
das Führungsmittel (13, 14) mindestens eine
Stirnwand (14) umfasst, die im Wesentlichen
senkrecht von der unteren Fläche (12) des
Hauptbodenelements (10) hervorsteht, wobei
die Stirnwand (14) einen Zapfen (20) und ein
Vorspannmittel umfasst, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass ein oberer Teil des Zapfens (20),
der von einem Vorspannmittel gedrückt wird, bei
der Verwendung zumindest teilweise über die
obere Fläche (11) des Hauptbodenelements
(10) hervorsteht.

2. Munitionsmagazin-Schlepphebel nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Stirnwand (14) mit einem Hohlraum (18)
ausgestattet ist, der in der Längsrichtung der Stirn-
wand angeordnet ist, wobei der Hohlraum (18) ge-
genüber dem Hauptbodenelement (10) geöffnet ist,
wobei der Zapfen (20) beweglich in dem Hohlraum
(18) angeordnet ist und wobei ein Hohlraumboden
(22) in dem Hohlraum (18) bereitgestellt wird, wobei
ein Federelement zwischen dem Hohlraumboden
(22) und dem Zapfen (20) angeordnet ist, wobei die
Feder den Zapfen (20) von dem Hohlraumboden
(22) wegdrückt.

3. Munitionsmagazin-Schlepphebel 1 nach Anspruch
2, wobei in dem Hohlraum (18) ein Anschlagmittel
bereitgestellt wird, wobei das Anschlagmittel mit
dem Zapfen (20) interagiert, wodurch der Weg des
Zapfens in dem Hohlraum (18) begrenzt wird.

4. Munitionsmagazin-Schlepphebel 1 nach Anspruch
1, 2 oder 3, wobei der Teil des Zapfens (20), der über
das Hauptbodenelement (10) hervorsteht, derart
hervorsteht, dass der oberste Teil des Zapfens mit
dem obersten Teil des Rippenabschnitts (16) bündig
ist.

5. Munitionsmagazin-Schlepphebel 1 nach Anspruch
1, wobei der Zapfen (20) einen im Wesentlichen
rechteckigen oder quadratischen Querschnitt auf-
weist, der vier Seiten mit einem hohlen Mittelteil auf-
weist und wobei Flügel (23) so angeordnet sind, dass
sie von zwei gegenüberliegenden Seiten des Zap-
fens (20) hervorstehen und wobei ein Abschnitt ei-
nes bei der Verwendung obersten Teils einer Seite
niedriger als die anderen drei Seiten ist.
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Revendications

1. Élévateur de chargeur de munitions (1) comprenant:

un élément de fond principal (10) définissant une
surface supérieure et inférieure (11, 12) dans
lequel ladite surface supérieure (11) comprend
une portion sensiblement plate (17) et une por-
tion de nervure (16) dans lequel lesdites portions
plate et de nervure (17, 16) sont agencées dans
une direction longitudinale de l’élément de fond
principal (10);
un moyen de guide (13, 14) sur la surface infé-
rieure (12) pour guider ledit élévateur (1) dans
le chargeur;
un moyen (15) pour accueillir un moyen de pous-
sée en fonctionnement, lorsque l’élévateur (1)
est installé dans un chargeur, éloigne l’élévateur
(1) du fond du chargeur;
dans lequel
le moyen de guide (13, 14) comprend au moins
une paroi d’extrémité (14) se projetant sensible-
ment perpendiculairement de ladite surface in-
férieure (12) dudit élément de fond principal
(10), où ladite paroi d’extrémité (14) comprend
un taraud (20) et un moyen d’inclinaison, carac-
térisé en ce qu’une partie supérieure dudit ta-
raud (20) poussé par le moyen d’inclinaison, se
projette en fonctionnement au moins partielle-
ment au-dessus de ladite surface supérieure
(11) de l’élément de fond principal (10).

2. Élévateur de chargeur de munitions selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel la paroi d’extrémité (14) est
pourvue d’une cavité (18) agencée dans la direction
longitudinale de la paroi d’extrémité, laquelle cavité
(18) est ouverte vers l’élément de fond principal (10),
dans lequel ledit taraud (20) est agencé de manière
mobile dans ladite cavité (18), et où un fond de cavité
(22) est prévu dans la cavité (18), où un élément de
ressort est agencé entre ledit fond de cavité (22) et
le taraud (20), ledit ressort éloignant le taraud (20)
du fond de cavité (22).

3. Élévateur de chargeur de munitions 1 selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel un moyen de butée est
prévu dans la cavité (18), ledit moyen de butée in-
teragit avec ledit taraud (20), limitant la course du
taraud dans la cavité (18).

4. Élévateur de chargeur de munitions selon la reven-
dication 1, 2 ou 3, dans lequel la partie du taraud
(20) se projetant au-dessus de l’élément de fond
principal (10) se projette de telle sorte que la partie
la plus haute du taraud est comblée par la partie la
plus haute de la portion de nervure (16).

5. Élévateur de chargeur de munitions selon la reven-

dication 1, dans lequel le taraud (20) a une coupe
transversale sensiblement rectangulaire ou quadra-
tique définissant quatre côtés, avec une partie cen-
trale creuse, et dans lequel des ailes (23) sont agen-
cées se projetant de deux côtés opposés du taraud
(20), et dans lequel une section d’une, utilisée dans
la partie la plus haute d’un côté est inférieure aux
trois autres côtés.
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